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Slipsure
Professional Gauge Block Calibration Software for Windows

Features of Slipsure

The initial version of the SLIPSURE gauge block

calibration software was released over 20 years

ago and subsequently evolved by incorporating

suggestions and requirements of users and UKAS

accredited laboratories. This software played a

significant part in improving the efficiency and cost

effectiveness of laboratories employing computers

for gauge block calibration.

More recently, in response to the introduction of

the International Standard, ISO 3650 1999, for

Metric and BS 4311 2007 Imperial sizes of block

gauges, a completely new Windows version of the

Slipsure gauge block calibration software has been

developed.

This ISO standard differs fundamentally from

earlier versions of gauge block standards,

particularly in the way permissible tolerances for

length and uniformity of length are defined. These

features have been incorporated into the new

software whilst at the same time retaining the

traditional characteristics and ease of use

expected by calibration laboratories applying

computerised gauge block calibration techniques.

The ISO standard also covers gauge lengths up to

and including 1000mm. Irrespective of whether

these longer length gauges are measured using

traditional gauge block comparators, the measured

data can be entered via the computer keyboard

and the calibration certificates generated.

Slipsure software is compatible with most makes of

gaugeblock comparators including Tesa, Mahr,

Cary etc. where on-line data acquisition via the

RS232 interface can be achieved. This mode of

operation has been found to be the most reliable

and cost effective way of calibrating gaugeblocks.

The software incorporates its own powerful

certificate designer, allowing the user complete

freedom to create personalised certificates with the

addition of graphical images, and uncertainty



statements, enabling plain paper printing and

consequently eliminating the requirement for costly

pre-printed headed paper, and giving perfect

alignment of graphics and text. An option to

produce certificates as a PDF is available when

customers require access to electronic copies.

Measurement Features

Automatic compensation for:

• Master Gauge Error

• Elastic Compression

• Thermal Expansion

Gauges are automatically checked against

required standards with pass information displayed

during gauge measurement. On completion of a

test the set can be instantaneously checked

against other standards. The ability to enter "one

off" customer standards has been incorporated for

full flexibility for those unique customer sets.

Gauges can be re-measured and/ or replaced with

the ability to produce certificates for both ‘As

Received’ and ‘As Dispatched’ conditions. All the

measurement data can be recalled and printed for

internal assessment purposes.

Software Features

Slipsure provides the user with a straightforward

software system with many time saving benefits.

The use of default information reduces the amount

of data input required and can be configured to

give you the optimum for your measurement

practices. Non-standard sets can be created and

stored for future use. Repeat test can be

performed to reduce the data input to a minimum.

The calibration process can be interrupted and

restarted at any point as all measurement data is

stored as the test is being performed.

Consequently, in the event of power failure a

maximum of one gauge measurement will be lost.

The use of the CD Measurements address file

across our range of metrology software eliminates

the continual re-typing of customer address data.
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